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The simplex algorithm is used to perform curve-
resolution of fused peak systems. The gaussian function
is chosen as the peak model. The algorithm basically
involves moving from a region of poor response to a region
of the best response. The movement is controlled by
changing the guessed parameter values of the function and
using the sum of the squares of the residuals as the
calculated response. The resolution is achieved when the
deviation of the observed fused peak from the calculated
model peak is minimum.
The program GAUSSEX which implements the simplex algo¬
rithm, was tested with synthesized data as well as experi¬
mental data. The fast fourier transform technique was
used to do digital filtering if the peak array was nolsey.
GAUSSEX gives the plot of synthesized data or experi¬
mental data, the smoothed data, the fitted data and the
components of each spectrum.
The results in both synthesized spectra and experimen¬
tal spectra were good. The deviation between the actual
parameters and computed parameters were less than 5% .
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CurVe-fitting or parameter optimization via a model
function is an approach commonly used in deconvo1uting
1 2
fused signal output from analytical instruments. ’ A
number of methods have been used to achieve curve deconvo-
1 3
lution. ’ As discussed in the above references, their
advantages and disadvantages are well-known. Inherent in
these methods are the cumulative errors due to complicated
and tedious calculations.
In this work the simplex method, which has long been
4- 6
used to optimize experimental conditions and recently
to perform curve-f1tting,^ is used to perform curve decon¬
volution on fused signals which conform to a multiple
gaussian model. The method is first tried out on the
synthesized data and then used to resolve real experi¬
mental data. The method is mathematically simple but
reliable.
The performance of a simplex method is improved if most
of the noise is removed from the data. It is desirable,
therefore, to filter the data, if necessary, using the
fast fourier transform digital filtering technique.^




A computer program based on Cacecl and Cacheris’s^
program has been modified for an Apple II to do curve
deconvolution. The orginal program was written in Pas-
cal/Z (Ithaca I ntersystems) version 4.0 to run under the
CP/M-80 operating system. It was translated here into the
Apple UCSD Pascal language.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Until the early 1920’s, experiments investigating the
effects of several factors (variables) on a response were
designed using the "one factor-at-a-tlme" approach. In
these experiments, one factor at a time was held at a
lower level, then varied while keeping others constant.
The response was then evaluated at the lower and upper
levels of the factor being tested. The prevailing idea
was that, if the factors were varied simultaneously, the
3
effects of the factors would be hopelessly intermingled.
The disadvantages of this approach are:
(i) it can be tedious to establish the optimum,
(li) the variables or factors are coupled most
g
of the time (not fully independent),
(ili) the variables sought may not converge at all,
(iv) when the response surface contains a bridge,
this method is unsatisfactory, since the bridge
can cause a false optimum that may be accepted
as the true optimum.^
If the variables do not interact with each other, each
could be optimized Independently of the others. In
general, however, variables do Interact with each other,
and a "one factor-at-a-time" approach will not be a
suitable choice for optimization.^




the variables. Box was one of the first to study the
multifactor response surface systems used to represent a
system of interacting variables. One of the approaches
used to determine the system optima is the "sequential
simplex" method which was first presented by Spendley.^*^
and later applied to analytical chemistry. The "sequen¬
tial simplex" method is highly efficient. It can handle
multifactor systems. It does not require a large number
of experiments. It does not involve complex calculations.
It rapidly attains the experimental optimum, guided by
calculations and decisions that are rigidly specified. Its
simplicity makes it particularly attractive for automated
optimization. Its drawback is that it lacks movement.
It uses only one mechamism instead of four.
In this work, the simplex algorithm used is a modi¬
fication of the Basic Simplex method of Spendley which was
modified by Nelder and Mead in 1965.^^ This modification
of the original simplex provides the capabilities of ac¬
celeration in the directions that are favorable and de¬
celeration in the directions that are unfavorable.^’^
Nelder used his method for testing minimization procedures
in three functions which had been used before. These
1 2
three functions were Rosenbrock's parabolic valley,
Powell's quadratic functions and Fetcher and Powell's
13 1 A
valley. ’ This method was highly successful.
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Nelder and Mead used the simplex method to find the
minima of mathematical functions. Since then, various
applications to fitting problems have been developed.
These applications have been in many areas of science such
as chemical laboratories, chemical industries, hospital
g
laboratories, computer science and engineering. In all
these applications, the simplex method is used as the
method of simultaneous optimization.^’^
Many processes upon which research and development are
carried out may be viewed as systems with one or more
inputs (factors) and one or more outputs (responses) as






Fig. 1. System view of a process.
Taken from Deming, S. N.; Morgan, S. L.;






Although the goal and the principle is the same in the
applications of the simplex method, the focus of this
work, is the applications of this method in analytical
chemistry. This method has seen a number of applications
in analytical chemistry. As early as 1965, Nelder and
Mead^^ used their method for testing minimization proce¬
dures in three functions which had been used before. The
method was highly successful.
Ernst^^ used this method to optimize gradient and cur¬
vature settings to control magnetic field homogeneity in
nuclear magnectic resonance experiments.
Demlng, Morgan,Deming e_^ a^1^and others®’^^ have
shown several applications of the simplex in analytical
chemistry. Some of their applications are :
(i) the nonlinear 1east-squares fitting for
the equation
A = Ae^^
where A and K are parameters and A and
T are variables;
(ii) the improvement of reaction yields in
organic synthesis;
(lli) the colorimetric determination of cholesterol








multifactor system to be optimized;
the optimization of the overall separation
of the multicomponent samples of octane
Isomers in gas liquid chromatography;
the design of an optimally effective drug;
the fitting of experimental curves to the
Michae11s-Menten equation;
the optimization of the sensitivity in the
atomic absorption method for calcium;
the computer-automated optimization of
sensitivity in the continuous flow method
for formaldehyde and glucose;
the solution of problems in pattern
recognition. This application can
require the optimization of many
variables, which makes other techniques
unworkable. The success of the simplex
method in this procedure indicates the
power and simplicity of the method.
THEORY
Optimization of a function involves searching for the
parameters that will make the function best describe an
experimental observation. The experimental observation
may be the response, and the function may be some model
describing the response. For example, in the equation
(2) be 1ow
y^ = a + bx^ + cx^^ (2)
y^ is the i^^ response at varying x ; a, b, and c are the
parameters. For this function the parameters are linear
and so a linear least squares method would be suitable for
obtaining the best values of the parameters.
In the equation (3) below
y^ = a + x^/b + Xj,e^ (3)
the parameters are nonlinear in the function. In this
case, the use of the 1 e a s t - s q u a r e s method would involve
taking the logarithm of equation (3) and optimization of
such a function introduces different weighting factors,
which lead to a substantial distribution of the errors in
the parameters.^
The problems of fused peaks, for example, in chromato-
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graphy, po1arography, UV-VIS, and IR experiments Involve
functions with nonlinear parameters. A simplex method can
be used advantageously In such situations, as will be
demonstrated in the experimental section of this work.
A simplex is a geometric figure defined by a number of
points equal to one more than the number of dimensions of
the factor space (n). For example, a simplex in two
dimensions is a triangle (2 + 1); a simplex in three
dimensions is a tetrahedron (3 + 1) and so on.^’^
Although the series can be extended to higher dimensions,
their simplexes are not easily visualized.
The basic idea in the simplex method is to build a
simplex in the (n + 1) dimensional space described by the
parameters one wants to fit. For example, a linear or
nonlinear equation with two parameters will have three
vertices i.e. it will form a triangle. Each vertex is
then characterized by two parameters and the response.
The (n + l)th dimension is always the sum of the squares
of the residuals (SSR) which will be explained later.
The main objective of using the simplex method is to
optimize the parameters i.e. to find the best values of
the variables or factors of a given equation.
Thus, in curve fitting problems the best values of a
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function will be those values that give a minimum res¬
ponse, while in the experimental optimization problems the
best values being sought for will be those that give a
maximum response.
The simplex method is used in this work for curve-
fitting, that is, finding the minimum of the response;
SS* ■ E ( Jobs - ^calc <'■>
where is the experimentally observed response, and
^calc calculated from the parameters being optimized
(see fig 2).
This is done by fitting the experimental data to a
suitable mathematical model. The variables in the theore¬
tical equations are adjusted until the calculated respon¬
ses are in agreement with the experimental responses. The
gausslan equation will be used as the model for studying
the applicability of the simplex method in this work.
y = h exp [-( ( p - X )/w )^] (5)
where y is the dependent variable, x is the independent
variable, h is the peak height, p is the peak position and
w is the half height peak width. An observed spectrum may
be approximated by multiple gaussian peaks. In this case
a model function is arrived at by summing up as many gaus-
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slan functions as there are peaks In the fused spectrum.
The formula Is then given by
®^Pf~ ( ( Pj - Xj )/ Wj )^] (6)
where i = 0 ... N - 1, j = 1, ... pk, and pk is the
number of peak components, and N is the total number of
points. All the other variable are as in equation 5.
The sum of the squares of the residuals (SSR) is a
measure of the deviation of the calculated points from
the experimentally observed points and the residual for
point 1, r^^, is defined as;
^i f (x^, a, b, c. . . . ) + r^ (7)
where r^ accounts for the random errors in the parameters
as well as noise and a, b, and c are parameters being
sought for. In the process of looking for the best para-
f
meter values, the current parameters will give y , the
calculated response. The residual at any 1^^ data point
will be
Ti = ( y^ - y i ) (8)
where.
I
b , c . . . )y a (9)
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and a , b , and c are trial parameters.
The sum of the squares of the residuals Is then given
by equation (10).
N-1
SSR = £ ( Vi - y'i ) (10)
i=0
If the SSR is low, then the curve will fit better in the
given function. For randomly distributed errors, the SSR
criterion is satisfactory. But if the error distribution
is not random, a statistical weight can be assigned to
each data point as in the equation (11). The objective
will then be to minimize the SSR.
SSR = E ''i ^ ^1 ■ y'i
In this work, the statistical weight w for each data
point is taken to be one, and the assumption is that the
errors are randomly distributed.!*^
The interest is on the minimization of the sum of the
squares of the residuals, that is, the response surface.
For the purpose of illustration, two-dimensional slmplexes
will be used.l’^ The method is applicable to any number of
dimensions. Fig. 2 illustrates the situation for two
pa rame t e r s.
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Fig. 2. Representation of the response surface, SSR versus
a and b. The best values for a and b are chose
vhere the SSR value Is the lowest.
Taken from Cacecl, M.;Cacherl6, W. P. Byte,
1 984 3 4 0 - 36 2.
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The simplex method uses four mechanisms for searching
Its minimum, namely reflection, expansion, contraction,
and shrinkage. It accelerates and decelerates as needed
to fit the particular response surface being studied.
To do this certain rules have to be obeyed. The movements
of the simplex method are Illustrated by Figure 3.
15
Fl|. 3 tepre«ent«tlon of the poislble aoves In modified
•Inplex method.
Taken froni Deolng,
Cheo. 1973^ 278A -




Find which vertex has the highest ( worst ) response
and which has the lowest response ( best ), then reject
the highest response, and substitute another one for it.
Consider the Initial simplex represented by BWO in fig. 3.
B is the best response, W is the worst response and 0 is
the next to the worst response. S is the centroid of the
hyperface BW, p is the centroid of the face remaining when
the worst vertex is eliminated. Reflection of W across
BO generates point R, given by equation (12), where p^^ is
the coordinate vector of vertlce i.
Pj. * P + ( P ■ P„ ) (12)
There are four possibilities to be considered for the
response at the point R. The first possibility is if the
response at point R is more desirable than the response at
B. This indicates that the movement is in the proper
direction. It suggests that expansion should take place.
The distance PR is doubled, and point E is obtained. The
response is then evaluated at point E, Illustrated by
equation (13).
Pg = p + r ( p - p^) (13)
where r is the expansion coefficient ( r > 1). If E is
more desirable than B, the new simplex is BOE. If E is not
more desirable than B, the new simplex is BOR.
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The second possibility is the response at R is neither
better than B nor worse than the response at 0. Since
neither expansion nor contraction is clearly Indicated,
the new simplex is BOR.
The third possibility is the response at R is less
desirable than the response at 0. This indicates
unsatisfactory movement and suggests contraction in this
particular direction of investigation (see equation 14).
=
p - b ( p - p^) (14)
where b is the contraction coefficient (0 < b < 1).
The fourth possibility is if the response at R is less
desirable than the response at the worst previous vertex
( point W ). Shrinkage should then occur. All vertices,
except the best one move directly toward it by half of
their original distances from it. The direction is changed
completely. The simplex is halted when the step size
becomes less than some predetermined value or when the
differences in response approach the value of the indeter¬
minate error. The halt point differs from condition to
condition. Figure (4) below shows the movement of the
simplex.^ ^
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Pig. 4. An ex8»ple of the slaplex aoving on the response
surface’s contour plot.
Taken from Cscecl, M.;Cecherl6, W. P. Byte^
1984 , 340 - 362.
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In the gausslan fused peaks, the principle is exactly
the same as the one discussed above. The parameters being
sought for define the vertices. At every vertex, the
response is calculated using the model function. The
parameters which give a minimum response become the peak
component parameters. In this way, the fused spectrum is
d e c onVOlu t e d.
One problem frequently encountered by chemists is
noise in the experimental data. The noise is usually due
to imperfection of the instrument and other things (see
figure 5). Although most modern instruments have Inherent
devices for minimizing noise, some measure of noise re¬
mains superimposed on the true signal and it still needs
to be removed.
To find the true spectrum, a digital filtering techni¬
que, based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used
to analyze the frequency content of the spectrum. This
filtering method is sometimes called High Frequency Smoo¬
thing FFT technique. Although a full discussion of this
technique will not be given here, more detailed study has
been done in the literature.
The points of the spectrum in the time domain are
transformed to the frequency domain. This transformation
is called a forward transformation. The units of the
20
spectrum In the frequency domain are the reciprocal of the
units in the time domain. The filtering is done in the
frequency domain.^ *
The basis of smoothing is the assumption that the noise
component of the experimental signal consists of higher
frequencies than those of the true signal; if this
assumption is true, the noise can be eliminated by setting
the high frequency components to zero. It should be noted
that the frequency domain does not give information about
how many peaks are in the spectrum.
After certain points have been set to zero, i.e. fil¬
tering has been performed, the frequency points are trans¬
formed to the time domain. The transformation is called
the taking of the inverse FFT. In the time domain, the
smooth spectrum is obtained. Then the deconvolution can
be done (see figs 6 and 7).
The advantage in using the High Frequency Smoothing is




Pig. 5. The effect of the nolae on the epectrun.
Fig. 6. Representation of the anoooth spectrua after
the noise has been reaoved using FFT technique.
Fig. 7. The resolved spectrun; with two peaks.
EXPERIMENTAL
Instrumentation
The program GAUSSEX was developed using an Apple II
microcomputer for execution and debugging. For plotting
the graphs, the program uses the COREGRAPHICS package
which was implemented on the Apple II by Dr. G. Scott Owen.
The GAUSSEX program uses the Apple UCSD Pascal Ian-
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guage and operating system. In developing GAUSSEX, some
of the problems encountered were:
(i) slow compiling and executing of the programs;
(ii) insuf ficlent space in the memory.
One way of solving these problems was to declare all
variables locally Instead of declaring them in the main
program. It was also necessary to use the following
software options which were available:
(i) PROGRAM SEGMENTATION
The long program is divided into segment procedures.
The segments work exactly like simple procedures except
that they do not have formal parameters. Each segment
procedure resides in the memory only when it is called by
the main program.
(ii) SWAPPING (*$S+*)
This option is placed before the reserve word PROGRAM
and it allows the memory to have more storage for the
22
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symbol table during compilation.
(Hi) RESIDENT (*$R UNITl, UNIT2..*)
The "RESIDENT” option is placed at the beglning body
of a procedure or function (after the word BEGIN). It
alters the handling of the segments in the memory. When
the segment is named in the "RESIDENT” option, it is
immediately loaded in memory and remains there as long as
the procedure or function containing the "RESIDENT" option
Is active.
(Iv) NO LOAD
The "NO LOAD" option Is placed at the beginning of the
main program body (after the word BEGIN ). It causes all
unit segments to be handled in the same way as segment
procedures during execution. The unit segment is in the




The main program consists of four Segment Procedures:
REMNOISE, SIMPLEX, HEAD, and PLOT.
A. The Segment Procedure REMNOISE.
This segment is the modification of Cooley and Tu-
key’s^^ subroutines which was done by the author of this
project. The main function of this segment is to remove
the noise from the spectrum using Isenhour’s techni-
17 18
ques. * To do this, the segment is helped by the
following procedures: INPUT, SCALING, FILTER, FFTFWD, and
FFTINV .
Procedure INPUT. It reads the spectrum points from the
file called Bigfile and stores then in the file "NOISE".
The FFT algorithm requires that the total points be N =
2^, where L is integer. It also requires that the points
3
on the x-axis must be devlded equally.
Procedure SCALING. It does the proper scaling of the
spectrum points before they are submitted to procedure
FFTFWD. The proper scaling means that the points must be
divided by two. Then all the points excluding the first
real and the first imaginary points are divided by 4.
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Procedure FFTFWD. It reads the spectrum points from
"NOISE" and transforms them from the time domain to the
frequency domain.
Procedure FILTER. The filtering of the noise is done by
this procedure. This process takes place in the frequency
d omain.
Procedure FFTIN V. It transforms the points (after
filtering) from the frequency domain to the time domain.
Then the smooth array is stored in the file "SMO”.
B. The Segment Procedure SIMPLEX.
This segment procedure was developed from program Simp¬
lex of Caceci and Cacheris^ and was modified in our analy¬
tical computer Laboratory to work in the Apple 11. The
program Simplex was written in Pascal/Z and it was trans¬
lated into UCSD Pascal. It was then tested with the
author’s data and the results were identical to those
obtained by the author.^
The basic changes were:
(i) In the constant declaration, while
the assignment statement
N := M + 1 ;
was accepted by Pascal/Z, it had
to be changed to
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N “ constant;
in UCSD Pascal, where "constant"
is a specified integer equal
to M + 1 (see Appendix).
(ii) In variable declarations, the variable
DATA was declared as:
TYPE DATAROW = ARRAY [1 .. NVPP] OF REAL;
VAR DATA : ARRAY[ 1..MNP] OF DATAROW;
"DATA" is a matrix, but it was used in the
original program as an array as well as a matrix.
For example in the statements
(a) Y := F(MEAN, DATAtl]);
(b) DY := DATA[I,2] - Y;
in (a) DATA is used as an array and
in (b) it is used as a matrix.
The above statements could not execute
in UCSD Pascal, since it requires that
the variable declared as a matrix or an
array must retain its status throughout the
program (see Appendix).
(iii) The filenames and file variables:
In the Pascal/Z the file variable was
declared as:
VAR D1 : TEXT;
In the body of the program, reference
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In the body of the program, reference
to such a file would be:
REWRITE ("FITT.DAT", Dl);
Using UCSD Pascal requires that
the REWRITE OR RESET statements be:
REWRITE (Dl, "FITT.DAT");
where FITT.DAT is the name of the file.
(iv) Several arguments, acceptable in Pascal/Z
needed simplification in UCSD Pascal.
For example
X[N] : = X[N] + SQR (F (X, DATA[I] ) - DATA[I,2] );
in Pascal/Z was changed to
FOR I:= 1 TO N DO
BEGIN
HOLD := 0.0;
XXIS := INIT + DELTA * (I - 1);
FOR I : = 1 TO PEAKS DO
BEGIN
T1 := ( B[J] - XXIS ) / C[J];
T1 := SQR(Tl);
IF T1 > 80.0 THEN T1 := 80.0;
TEMPI := A[J] * EXP (-T1);
IF TEMPI < IE - 4 THEN TEMPI := 0.0;
HOLD := HOLD + TEMPI;
END ;




In other words the FUNCTION F( X, DATA[I])
must be explicitly written out. The statement
"IF T1 > 80.0 THEN Tl:= 80.0"
was introduced to prevent the overflow condition
28
since the Apple II cannot take the numbers
above 10^^^ or below 10
Pascal/Z accepts a two dimensional array state¬
ment like this one; SIMP[H[N]],I] := NEXT[I];
The statement above was changed to
J1 := H [N1 ] ;
FOR I := 1 TO N1 DO
SIMP[J1,1] := NEXT;
in UCSD Pascal.
Some procedures like the FUNCTION F and the procedure
Sum-of-Residua1 were modified and combined to form the
FUNCTION SUMSQR (see appendix ).
After these modifications and others the procedures of
simplex were rearranged into two major procedures of sim¬
plex. This was done because UCSD Pascal gave the "proce¬
dure too long” message error. These procedures are SET-
SIMP and ITERATE (see the flowcart and appendix). Using
both of these procedures, the Segment Procedure Simplex
does the searching of the minimum of the sum of the
squares of the residuals (SSR).
1. Procedure SETSIMP
Its main function is to prepare all the information
needed by procedure ITERATE. This procedure consists of
the following subprocedures: ENTER, ORDER, FIRST,
CLEARSCREEN and the function SUMSQR.
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Procedure ENTER. This procedure reads the input file
from the disk and directs the output on the screen. Then
ProcedureSETSIMP computes the starting simplex values which
are represented as the square matrix N xN where N is the
number of parameters to be fitted plus one. Each row of
the matrix consists of different vertices which are formed
by using the off-sets P and 0 as shown in the program.
The n-th column stores the response (SSR) values.
Function S U M S QR. It receives the set of the variable
values (x, data, peaks, and np) and computes a single
I
dependent variable, y , from each Independent variable, x
(synthesized independent variables from the given program
parameters, height, width, and the peak position or expe¬
rimental independent variables) and the total number
points, np. Then the sum of the squares of the residuals
(SSR) is calculated. Each value of SSR is stored in
f
RES[n] (RES is just the variable ) and y is stored in the
file Dl, in Procedure Report for later use. The highest
and lowest values of the simplex are initialized by Proce¬
dure SETSIMP.
Procedure ORDER. This procedure identifies the highest
and the lowest values of the parameters and the response
surface from among all the vertices. It uses this
30
information to compute the errors and makes the decisions
for the simplex’s next movement.
Procedure FIRST. This procedure outputs the values on
the screen after Procedure ONE computes the vertices of
the first simplex from the given initial guesses and their
increment s.
2 . Procedure ITERATE
This procedure consists of the following subprocedures:
NEWVERTEX, EXPANDS, CONSHRINK, and REPORT. In this proce¬
dure, the actual searching movement of the SSR takes
place. The four rules (reflection, expansion, contra¬
ction, and shrinkage) are used in finding the minimum of
the SSR. The first thing that Procedure ITERATE does is
to compute the centroid excluding the worst vertex; then
it reflects using a reflection coefficient of 1.0. The
comparison of SSR starts here. If the new vertex is better
than the previous best, then Procedure NEWVERTEX is called.
Procedure N EW V ERTEX. This procedure substitutes the
rejected vertex with a new one. At each repetition,
NEWVERTEX displays the number of iterations, and the
accepted vertex’s values on the screen.
Procedure EXPANDS. This uses the expansion coefficients
to calculate the new vertices. Then the SSR of the ver-
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tlces Is calculated and the comparison is done. If the new
SSR is not better than the best, Procedure Two calls for
Procedure CONSHRINK, otherwise reflection takes place.
Procedure CON SHRIN K. This procedure does two things:
(1) contraction which is done if either reflection or
expansion fails. This procedure uses the contraction
coefficient to calculate the new vertices and their SSR;
(2) shrinkage which is done when contraction fails.
Procedure ITERATE then calculates the error of each
parameter. This searching and error calculation is done
in a loop. This is repeated until the deviation between
the actual parameters and computed parameters is equal to
or falls below the estimated deviation or reaches the
maximum number of the iterations. Procedure ITERATE calcu¬
lates the averages of each parameter. Then Procedure
REPORT directs the results to the screen and to the disk
files.
C.Segment Procedure HEAD
This is the short segment that was developed by the
author of the program. It tells us about the people
who developed this work, the institution where it was
developed, and the year.
32
D. Segment Procedure PLOT
This is the segment that does all the plotting for the
graphs in this work. It was completely developed by the
author of this project. Its functions are to plot the
border, the synthesized data or experimental data, smooth
data, fitted data, and the resolved components of the
fused peaks.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The program GAUSSEX was tested with the synthesized
2
as well as the experimental data. In both cases the
GAUSSEX *s performance was very successful.
The program was given the guessed values, which are the
starting steps, and the estimated errors to calculate the
required parameters. In the case of the synthesised data
(Table 1), the two fused peaks were deconvoluted (figures
8a and 8b). The deviation between the actual parameters
and the computed parameters was less than 4%.
The experimental data of two and three fused peaks for
polystyrenes was obtained from Gel Permeation Chromato¬
graphy (Water’ instrument). The program GAUSSEX was given
these data to resolve ( see figures 9a, 9b, 10a and 10b ).
The results in both cases were satisfactory (see Tables 2
and 3). The retention times which are peak positions and
which also help to identify the molecular weights of the
polystyrenes, were very close to the ones obtained by the
Instrument. The deviations in both two and three fused
peaks were less than 4.1%. These results show that the
simplex method is reliable.
The experimental data of the polymer obtained from
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)^^ was also
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resolved (see figures 11a and 11b ). The results obtained
from this polymer were not good. Possible reasons for
this are:
(1) Even if the polymer spectrum seems
to have two peaks, there could be
more than two peaks;
(2) The model function used (gaussian) may not
best model the spectrum.
With respect to searching for the peak parameters, the
simplex method seems more superior than the Fast Fourier
3 7
Transform (FFT) algorithm used by Msimanga. * The FFT
deconvolution involves transforming the points which de¬
scribe the unresolved peak from the time domain to the
spatial frequency domain. In the frequency domain, a
least squares method is used to fit the peak component
spatial frequencies into those of the unresolved peak.
Its power compared to FFT method can be seen in table
1, where the guessed peaks position is 4 to 5 units far
from the actual peak position. The simplex method could
easily get the actual parameters whereas the FFT method
would fall to get the correct parameters in this case.
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Table 1. The Parameters of the Synthesized Spectrum
PEAK HEIGHT PEAK POSITION PEAK HALF-WIDTH
Guessed Peak Parameters
PEAK 1 3.5000 24.0000 9.0000
PEAK 2 7.2000 36.0000 6.3000
Output Peak Parameters
PEAK 1 3.9000 27.0232 10.8958
PEAK 2 7.1508 40.9191 6.7140
Actual parameters
PEAK 1 3.9000 26.8000 10.9000
PEAK 2 7.0000 41.0000 7.0000
THE DISCREPANCY IS 0.1214
The discrepancy in each table is defined as
descrepancy V SSR / (N - 1)
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Table 2. The Parameters of Two Fused Peaks of Polystyrene
Obtained from Gel Permeation Chromatography
PEAK HEIGHT PEAK POSITION PEAK HALF-WIDTH
Guessed Peak Parameters.
PEAK 1 5.2943 25.5652 0.8950
PEAK 2 7.6962 27.4393 0.8897
Output Peak Parameters
PEAK 1 5.2971 25.5688 0.8955
PEAK 2 7.6973 27.4458 0.8903
THE DISCREPANCY IS 0.3842
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Table 3. The Parameters of Three Fused Peaks of Polystyrene
Obtained from Gel Permeation Chromatography
























THE DISCREPANCY IS 0.3233
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Table A. The Parameters of the Polymer Obtained from FTIR
PEAK HEIGHT PEAK POSITION PEAK HALF-WIDTH
Guessed Peak Parameters.
PEAK 1 19.0000 23.0000 5.0000
PEAK 2 14.0000 36.0000 5.0000
The Output Peak Parame ter s
PEAK 1 19.5086 23.6166 5.2842
PEAK 2 14.3746 35.8677 5.1338





Fig. 8. The syocheslred data for (a) the nolay apectrum,
(b) the sBooth apectrum and (c) the aaooth curve,




Pig. 9. The experimental data for polystyrene
with (a) the smooth spectrum of two fused
peaks and (b) the resolved peaks.
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18.27 time (MIN) 26.64
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. The experimental data for polystyrene
with (a) the smooth curve of three fused
peaks and (b) the resolved peaks.
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27.00 ENERGY (CM“^ ) 36.00
(a)
27.00
ENERGY (CM“^ ) 36.00
(b)
Fig. 11. The experimental data for polymer with (a)
the smooth spectrum of fused peaks (b) the
resolved peaks.
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Advantage s of the Simplex Method
A general problem encountered by all minimization me¬
thods is that of forced convergence at a point other than
the mimimum. Divergence is impossible in the simplex
method. The false movement is self corrected and usually
has little effect on reaching the optimum.
False high results caused by experimental errors which
might mislead the simplex can be detected and corrected.
Furthermore, the response of a vertex appearing as the
best in (n + 1) successive simplexes is re-evaluated. If
the vertex lies outside the boundaries of one or more
factors, a very undesirable response is assigned to the
vertex. The simplex will then be forced back Inside by
1 3
shrinkage or contraction. Powell and Powell and
Fetcher^^ and others suggested more complex convergence
criteria, but the reevaluations of the simplex by changing
the variables is good, reliable and is simple to use.
Deming and Morgan^’^ used the reevaluation criterion to
test their results.
Another advantage of this method is that few experi¬
ments are needed to evaluate the optimum point. The
number of steps needed to compute the response is less
than in the other methods.
In the simplex, there are no complicated mathematical
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calculations such as derivatives, numerical differen¬
tials, or matrix operations Involved. This simplicity of
the simplex method avoids the round off errors and allows
the handling of non-contlnuous functions.
The simplex method is therefore very effective, power¬
ful, reliable and can be used in complicated optimization
conditions.
Disdvantage s o f the Simplex Method
The major drawback is that the simplex method is very
slow to run, especially if there is a large number of
parameters or any appreciable correlation between them.^
The sloweness is common in most nonlinear algorithms. The
slowness is due to the fact that most of these methods are
recursive. The parameters need to be adjusted in an
iterative way with no idea of how many repetitions one
will need to achieve convergence.^
Another substantial disadvantage is that the method can
givea false minimum. The false minimum may be due to
several factors:(i)poor choice of the starting steps and
guessed values,(ii)poor choice of the simplex size, and(iii)irregular response surface due to
noise and other factors.
CON CLUSION
The Simplex method can be used successfully In many
areas where curve-fitting is needed. In the literature,
the simplex method had proven to be a more successful
linear and nonlinear method for curve-fitt1ng than the
3 7 1
FFT algorithm ’ and many other nonlinear methods.
Here, the simplex method is used to resolve Gaussian peaks
through the program Gaussex. The Gaussian fused peaks are
resolved successfully.
Although progam GAUSSEX is used for the deconvolution of
Gausslon fused peaks, it can be used with any formula by
only changing the formula in the function SUMSQR. In this
way many chemists can make use of this program.
The Gaussex is designed to resolve the Gaussian fused
spectrum of four peaks which means that it can calculate
up to thirteen parameters. This can be extended to any
number of peaks, but the problem will be the time factor.
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IF NUM = 0 THEN INPUTS
RESET(CRENO»'NOISE');
WRITELN('FFT DIGITAL FILTERING:');

















EUT := SIGMA t SQRT(6.2857);
EWF := 1/ewt;
DELTA := (FPOINT - INIT)/(N - 1);
FMAX := 1/(2»DELTA);
RETAINED := ROUNDC<EHF*NZ)/FMAX);
FOR i:= (RETAINED +1) TO NZ DO
xci]:= 0;
N3 := NZ +RETAINED;





FOR i:= 2 TO NZ DO
xcn := xcn/4;






















for i:=i to n do
BEGIN


















HfL iARRAYClt.NQ] OF INTEGER; (tNUHBER HIGH/LOU PARAMETERS*)












FOR R:= 1 TO PEAKS DO
BEGIN
15= 12 + 3»(R-1)}
a[r::= X2cn}
J:= J1 + 3*<R-1)}
BCRD:=X2CJ3}
K:= K1 + 3*(R-1)}
ccrd:=x2ck]}
END}
FOR 15=1 TO N DO
BEGIN
HOLD 5=0.0}
XXIS5=INIT + DELTA * (I-l)}




IF T1 > 80.0 THEN T15=80.0}
TEMP15=ACJ3 t EXP(-Tl)}
IF TEHPl < lE-4 THEN TEHP15=0.0}
HOLD 5= HOLD + TEHPl}
END}(»J»)
TEMP15= HOLD - XCI3}








PROCEDURE ORDER} (*GIVES HIGH /LOU IN EACH PARAMETER*)
(*IN SIHP .CAUTION 5 NOT INITIALIZATION*)
BEGIN
FOR J5=l TO N1 DO (*ALL DIMENSION *)
BEGIN
J15=HCJ3}J25=LCJ3}
FOR I 5= 1 TO N1 DO
BEGIN
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IF SIMP[I»JD < SIHPCJ2»J] THEN LCJ] 1= If








WRITELN<'HAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IS: = '*MAXITER:5)
READ(DIN*PEAKS)*
HRITELN('THE NO*OF PEAKS ='*PEAKS)*
READ(DIN*N1)*
M := N1 - 1*
HRITELNC'THE NO,OF PARAMETERS ='*N1)*
HRITE('START COORD.!')*
FOR I != 1 TO M DO
BEGIN
READ(DIN*SIMP[l*n)5




FOR I!= 1 TO M DO
BEGIN
READ(DIN*STEPCn) *




FOR I!= 1 TO N1 DO
BEGIN
READ<DIN*HAXERRCn)*








FOR J != 1 TO N1 DO
BEGIN
HRITE('SINPC'*J!1*'3')*
FOR I != 1 TO N1 DO
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BEGIN








ENTER? (»GET THE DATA*)
FOR It = l TO H DO X2CI3:=SIMPCljn?
SSQ:=SUMSQR(X2»XiPEAKS»N1»N»INIT»DELTA)? <»first vertex*)
WRITELN?




FOR I :=1 TO M DO
BEGIN
pci: := STEPCI3 * (SQRKND + M-D /(M * R00T2)?
QCI3 := STEPCi: * (SQRT(Nl) - 1) / (M * R00T2)?
END?
k:=o?
FOR I := 2 TO N1 DO
BEGIN
FOR J ;= 1 TO M DO
BEGIN
siHPCi»J3 := siMPCi»j] + qcj:?
x2Ej:;=simpci»j]?
END?
















NITER :=0} <*N0 ITERATOIN YET»)
END} (*SETSIMP*)




























FOR i:=l TO PEAKS DO
HRITELN{D4»' ' :5>'*'f'PEAK'»i:2»ACn:i4;4.BCID: lOMfCCIIt 10;4»'*'14)
';5»'*'f'»';44)}













WRITELN<'PROGRAM EXITED AFTER '»NITER:5»'ITERATIONS')}
WRITELNC'THE FINAL SIMPLEX IS')}
FOR J := 1 TO N1 DO
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BEGIN
FOR I := 1 TO N1 DO
BEGIN


























FOR IJ= 1 TO M DO
BEGIN
(* AND EXPANDED*)





IF NEXTCNi: <= SIMPCJ2»N1] THEN NEWVERTEX;
end; (*EXPAND*) (*expansion accepted*)
PROCEDURE CONSHRINK;
BEGIN (*IF NOT BETTER THAN THE BEST*)
ji;=HCNi]; J2;=LCN13;
IF NEXTCNn <= SIMPCJlfNlI THEN NEWVERTEX;
<*BETTER THAN
ELSE (* WORSE THAN WORST*)
BEGIN (* THEN J CONTRACT*)
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IF NEXTCNn <= SIMPEJlfNlD THEN NEWVERTEX
(♦CONTRACTION ACCEPTED*)
ELSE (*IF STILL BAD*)
BEGIN (*SHRINK ALL BAD VERTEXES*)
FOR I := 1 TO N1 DO
BEGIN
FOR j:= 1 to m do
BEGIN














FOR I :=1 TO N1 DO CENTERCI3 := 0,0)
FOR I := 1 TO N1 DO (*COMPUTE CENTROID*)
BEGIN
IF I <> HCN13 THEN (*EXCLUDING THE HORST*)
FOR J := 1 TO M DO
CENTERCJ3 := CENTERCJ3 + SIMPCI»J3)
END)
FOR I := 1 TO N1 DO (*FIRST ATTEHPT TO REFLECT*)
BEGIN
CENTERCI3 := CENTERCI3 / H)
NEXTCI3:=(1,0 + ALFA ) * CENTERCI3 - ALFA * SIMPCJlfI3)
X2CI3;=NEXTCI3)








(»CHECK FOR GOODNESS OF FIT*)
FOR I ;=1 TO N1 DO
BEGIN
MEANCn;=0.0»
FOR j:=i to ni do
MEANCII J= HEANCn + SIMPCJ^Ii;






UNTIL ((SIGMA < DEV) OR (NITER = MAXITER));
REWRITE(D5f'MEATH');

















CONST NQ = 13;











































FOR i:=l TO N DO
BEGIN
IF XCn > YMAX THEN YHAX{=XCn
















FOR i:= 1 TO N DO xcn := o;








FOR i:= 1 TO N DO xcn := o;




























FOR i;=i to n do
BEGIN
XXIS;=INIT + DELTA t (I-l);
point:=o.o;
















FOR i:=l TO PEAKS DO
BEGIN
FOR j;=i to n do
BEGIN
XXIS:=INIT + DELTA * (J-1);
temp:=(bci] - xxis)/cci3;
TEMP:=SQR(TEMP);
IF TEMP >80.0 THEN TEHPt=80.0
TEMP‘.=ACI3 * EXP<-TEMP);


































WRITELN('WANT HARDCOPY OF SPECTRUM Y/N?')}
READ(CH>}MRITELN}






























































(*IT BIT INVERTS THE NUMBER J BY NU BITS*)
VAR I»J2dB:iNTEGER;
BEGIN
IB‘.=0; (*DEFAULT RETURN VALUE*)
FOR i:=l TO NU DO
BEGIN
J2:=J DIV 2; (*DIVIDE BY 2 AND COMPARE LOWEST BITS*)
(*IB IS DOUBLED AND BIT 0 SET TO 1 IF J IS ODD*)
ib:=ib*2+(j-2*j2);
j;=J2; <*FOR NEXT PASS*)
end;(*for loop*)
IBITR:=IB;(*RETURN BIT INVERTED VALUE*)
end;(*ibitr*)
PROCEDURE debug;(*USED TO PRINT OUT INTERMEDIATE RESULTS*)
VAR I3JINTEGER;
BEGIN




(*POST PROCESSING FOR FORWARD REAL TRANSFORMS AND PRE-PROCESSING





NN2:=N DIV 2? (*N IS GLOBAL*)
NN4:=N DIV 4*
(*IHAX REPRESENTS PI/2*)
FOR L:=1 to NN4 DO
(*START AT ENDS OF ARRAY AND WORK TOWARDS MIDDLE*)
BEGIN
i:=L+l} (*POINT NEAR BEGINNING*)
M:=NN2-I+2f (*POINT NEAR END*)
IPN2;=I+NN2»





(*TAKE COSINE OF PI/2N*)
ARG:=(PI2/NN4)*(I-1)»
ICt=COS(ARG)»
(*COSINE TERM IS MINUS IF INVERSE*)













(*THIS PROCEDURE SHUFFLES POINTS FROM ALTERNATE REAL-IMAGINARY TO
IST-HALF REALf2ND-HALF IMAGINARY IF INV=FWD»AND REVERSES THE
PROCESS IF INV=INVERSE,ALGORITHM IS VERY
MUCH LIKE COOLEY-TUKEYtSTARTS WITH LARGE CELLS AND WORKS TO





(*CHOOSE WHETHER TO START WITH LARGE CELLS AND GO DOWN OR
START WITH SMALL CELLS AND INCREASE*)
CASE INV OF
fud: begin
CELDIS:=N DIV 2)(*DISTANCE BETWEEN CELLS*)
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celnuh:=ij (»one cell in ist pass*)








REPEAT (*UNTIL CELLS ARE LARGE IF FMD/SHALL IF INVERSE*)
i:=2»
FOR j:=i to celnum do
BEGIN
FOR k:=i to parnum do (*D0 all pairs in each cell*)
BEGIN
xtemp:=xci3;





(*END OF CELLiADVANCE TO NEXT ONE*)
i:=I+CELDIS}
ENDi(*FOR J-LOOP*)
(*CHANGE VALUES FOR NEXT PASS*)
CASE INV OF
FWD: BEGIN
CELDIS:=CELDIS DIV 2J(*DECREASE CELL DISTANCE*)
celnum:=celnuh*2»<*more cells*)
parnum:=parnum DIV 2M*LESS pairs per cell*)
end;(*case fhd*)
INVERSEtBEGIN
CELDIS:=CELDIS*2r(*H0RE DIST BETWEEN CELLS*)
CELNUM:=CELNUM DIV 2»(*LESS CELLS*)
PARNUM:=PARNUM*2f(*MORE PAIRS PER CELL*)
ENDJ(*CASE INVERSE*)
END$(*CASE*)
UNTIL <((INV=FHD) AND (CELDIS < 2))
OR <(INV=INVERSE) AND (CELNUM=0)))J
ENDf(*SHUFFL*)
PROCEDURE FFT»
(*OPERATES ON DATA IN 1ST HALF REAL 2ND HALF IMAGINARY ORDER











WHILE N1 >=2 DO
BEGIN
NU:=NU+1} (tINCREHENT POWER-OF-THO COUNTER*)
Ni:=Nl DIV 2i (*DIVIDE BY 2 UNTIL 0»)
END}
(♦SHUFFLE THE DATA INTO BIT-INVERTED ORDER*)
FOR i;=l TO N2 DO
BEGIN
k:=ibitr(i-.i»nu)+i} (*calculate bit-inverted position in array*)
IF I > K THEN (*PREVENT SWAPPING TWICE*)












(*DO 1ST PASS SPECIALLY»SINCE IT HAS NO MULTIPLICATIONS*)
i:=i}
















(♦SET UP DELTAY FOR 2ND PASS-DELTAY=PI/2*)
DELTAY:=PI2} (*PI over 2*)
CELNUN:=N2 DIV 4}
PARNUM:=2} (*NUNBER of pairs per cell*)
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CELDIS‘.=2» (tDISTANCE BETWEEN CELLS*)
(♦EACH PAS AFTER 1ST STARTS HERE*)
REPEAT (*UNTIL NUMBER OF CELLS BECOMES 0*)
(♦EACH NEW CELL STARTS HERE*)
INDEX:=i;
y:=o> (*exponent of w*)
(*D0 THE NUMBER OF PAIRS IN EACH CELL*)
FOR I2:=l TO PARNUM DO
BEGIN
IF Y <> 0 THEN
BEGIN (*USE SINES AND COS IF Y IS NOT 0*)
C0SY:=C0S(Y)5
siny:=sin(Y)»
(♦NEGATE SINE TERMS IF TRANSFORM IS INVERSE*)
IF INV=INVERSE THEN SINY:=-SINY»
end; (*if*)
(♦THESE ARE THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS OF THE FT*)













ELSE (*IF YOO USE SINE AND COSINE TERMS*)
BEGIN










(♦REPLACE THE I TERMS*)
XCI3;=Ki;
XCIPN23:=K2;


































INCR!= (FPOINT - INIT)/(NP-1)»
FOR I*.= 1 TO NP DO
BEGIN





T3**= (H2 - Dl)/H3;
T3:= T3*T3;








MRITELN('ENTER THE TTL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.');
READLN(ITER);
URITELN('ENTER THE ♦ OF PEAKS.');
READLNCPEAKS);
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WRITELN('ENTER THE ♦ OF PARAMETERS TO BE FITTED*')}
READLN(Nl)}
MRITELN('ENTER THE INITIAL AND FINAL POINT ON THE AXIS*')}
READLN(INIT»FPOINT)}
HRITELN('ENTER THE START STEPS*')}
READLN(6fH>Kl>K2FK3>K4>K5>K6fK7)}
WRITELNC'ENTER THE ESTIMATED ERROR*')}
READLN(Rl>R2»R3>R4>R5fR6»R7>R8>R9>R10)}









incr:= (fpoint - init-)/{np-i)}
FOR i: = l TO NP DO READLN(YCn)}
FOR i:=l TO NP DO




































FOR i:=l TO NP DO
BEGIN
CHA0S;=RND(MliM2)}













WRITELN('WANT TO ADD NOISE TO THE SPECTRUM?')}
READ(CH)}WRITELN}
IF CH='Y' THEN ADDNOISE
ELSE
RITEFILE}
END.
